U5

Recreation Areas
2020
various materials
various sizes

When I was semi-severely ill, U5 gave me one piece from what later
would become the series of Recreation Areas (2020-ongoing), models
in a scale of 1:100. Not bigger than ten centimeters in length, and seven centimeters in height, the object contained a bench by a pond: this
was a place, where I could sit, contemplate, and get better, U5 told me.
These models are made to believe and to build trust. Recreation Areas
are little islands that simulate existing places or they propose a place,
which doesn’t exist yet. “They can balance your life in turbulent times.
You can arrange them on sand beds as they contain solutions and
dynamics that guide you,” U5 explains. Recreation Areas carry names
such as Red Monkey Temple, Quiz Show, and Theater to Die For.
These works, Miniatures, Recreation Areas, and Weltmodell function on
the edge of childishness, kitsch, and trash culture. They are challenging
to the good taste as they often consist of waste. Partly using waste as
resource, in which both contemporary consumption and production are
inscribed, U5 enters a traditional field, which can be traced in the artistic practice, for example, introduced by Arman in the 1960s. As the art
historian Monika Wagner analyzes: In this respect, the state of a society can be read off from waste just as seismographical as the individual
preferences or the social status of an individual. Garbage forms an
archive, to which new layers are constantly being added. It contains
the traces of the past, the discarded fashions and the ongoing everyday life. Accordingly, these objects create contemporary archives,
and become witnesses ob global markets, political lobbyism as well as
the discourse on sustainability. Are these models that could change the
system? (Helene Romakin)

Weeping Willow, 2020, Artificial plants, cotton buds,
fusion beads, hot glue, white sand

PALM
since 2007- ongoing
internet-based project

PALM is an ongoing project, initiated during the founding year of U5
more than ten years ago. When the members of U5 started their collaborative work a camera was installed in their basement studio. The
camera surveying the studio space sent a live stream to a webpage
which gave each member the opportunity to observe and respond to
each other‘s way of working.
Increasingly, we perceive our environment through the detour of digital
media. PALM automates this detour without generating clearly usable
data. PALM deals with questions of contemporary photography, everyday documentation, control and chance, surveillance and self-portrayal. PALM images are haikus. PALM is the catharsis of social media.
PALM is a scientific instrument.
Based on a Raspberry Pi, U5 has developed a small portable live
camera (PALM camera). The PALM camera has neither viewfinder nor
display nor controls. By plugging the camera into a battery-pack it starts
taking pictures. The camera takes a picture independently and uncontrolled every two seconds. With a clip attached to a piece of clothing or
a bag, the camera becomes a constant companion wherever we move:
in the train, in the office, on the mountain, at the airport or in the living
room.
The images are automatically transmitted to a server via a w-lan connection and are published on our platform http://palm.92u.ch. The platform unites the streamed images of the cameras and offers possibilities
for interaction. All images remain visible to the users of the platform
(viewers) in real time, after which they disappear from the public area.
PALM camera and PALM plattform

# flagged
2019
95 x 147 cm
Series; continued
digital print on satin, processed with
various every day materials (mainly
plastic)
video

# flagged
„flagged“ shows selected moments of our digital PALM-archive. Brought back to the analogue world printed on Satin
the images are processed with everyday materials such
as Q-tips, tooth-picks and hot glue. Similar to our memory,
these moments are preserved and subsequently changed
and adapted. „flagged“ deals with an archive that is due to
its huge amount of uncurated images unmanageable for
human intelligence. Around 100 million images are stored
at this point of time, growing every second. The work deals
with this archive in a similar way our brain processes memories. Some of them are permanently present, shape us and
our character and retroactively our memories are shaped by
us.
„flagged“ is an ongoing series with momentarily 20 processed images. Each work consists of two parts: the framed
image of the printed and processed PALM archive footage
and a video which shows the moments before and after the
selected image.

printed and processed image:
„flagged 2616824“, 2019
March 11, 2019, 06:42 pm, cam 15
San Francisco

„flagged 7027454“

„flagged 853581“

„flagged 2616824“

„flagged 3989983“

„flagged 2040721“

„flagged 3286422“

„flagged 7036950“

„flagged 151923“

original PALM image

video still

printed and processed image:
„flagged 3989983“, 2019
April 19, 2019, 10:09 pm, cam 19
Sacha‘s Kitchen
left: detail
right: flag

video stills, captured by PALM and streamed real-time on April 19, 2019, 10:09 pm, camera 19,
in Sacha‘s Kitchen; selected image

Double Bind
2019
25 min, HD
camera & cut: U5
text: Adam Jasper
music composition & narration: Vivian Wang
«Double Bind» was created for the Sharjah
Architecture Triennial 2019: «Rights of Future
Generations», curated by Adrian Lahoud
link to Double Bind
A journey is a confrontation of expectation with reality. How will the place we visit compare to the images we have formed in our head? Few
islands are as evocative as Bali, the famous island in the Indonesian
archipelago that was often described as the last paradise. Double Bind
documents a trip to Bali as well as the possibility and impossibility of
finding an approach to the complex reality of a place.
The film was inspired by the research of the American anthropologist
Stephen Lansing, whose work was crucial for a reevaluation - and
survival - of the century-old tradition of rice growing on Bali in face of
attempts to implement the international Green Revolution on the island
in the 1980s.
But Double Bind is not only a study of agriculture, religion, and water.
Bali has fascinated artists and anthropologists since the early of the
20th century. Later, surprising connections between the Indonesian island and California on the other side of the globe and the development
cybernetics have developed, connections that already began in the
1930s when the anthropologists Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson
studied the structure of Balinese society.
Double Bind tells the story of encounters - and missed encounters - of
anthropology and art, of Bali and California, a tale of projections and
connections. (Dora Imhof)

film stills, Double Bind

House of Sentiments I
2018
14:10 min (loop)
4-channel-video installation
sound: Vivian Wang
cast: Khensani de Klerk
link to House of Sentiments

House of Sentiments II
2018
700 x 300 x 300 cm
interactive, multimedia sculpture
water pipes, flags, 3 PALM cameras, display,
organza, seating

House of Sentiments I & II
The House of Sentiments is located at the interface of virtual and objectrelated space. It is a multimedia installation that thematizes the digital
penetration of today‘s world in a multi-layered way. It confronts the visitors with the ways in which virtual, architectural and emotional realities
combine and influence one another.
Building / Body / Brain
„House of Sentiments“ consists of three elements: Building / Body / Brain
Building: The video installation touches the space, uses its architecture
and is characterized by its conditions: acoustics, climate, etc.
Body: A walk-in, interactive sculpture stands as a body free, almost autonomous in space.
Brain: A smartphone or computer can be used to virtually enter and influence the sculpture from any location.

exhibition view, „House of Sentiments I“, Kunstmuseum Bern, 2018 „République Géniale“, Photo: Dominique Uldry

exhibition view, „House of Sentiments I“, Kunstmuseum Bern, 2018 „République Géniale“, Photo: Dominique Uldry

“House of Sentiments I” consists of a 4-channel video installation in which
four mood images (sad, angry, calm, happy) combined with four colors
affect one’s own emotional economy. There is no narration, no beginning
or end. The video runs in a loop. It has highlights and moments to take
a breath. The film carries the viewer through these moments, like a train
of thought in which one thing follows the other and one no longer knows
which thought was first. The projection screen is divided into four different
pictures/emotions: The Red Room (angry), The Yellow Room (happy),
The Gray Room (calm) and The Blue Room (sad). This division is leaned
on Judy Chicago‘s “All the colours of the year.” In this work she assigned
emotions to colors. Every room has an emotion, a color, a fragrance, a
sound, a symbol, an element. But there are also moments, in which one
of these rooms takes on the entire projection surface. The loud emotions,
angry and happy, expand on the two frontal projection screens, while the
two quiet emotions, sad and calm, flank each to the left and right. Each
feeling has its own soundscape while all four mingle in the room to one.

film stills, „House of Sentiments I“, 4-channel video installation, 14:20 min, loop

exhibition view: „House of Sentiments II“, Kunstmuseum Bern, 2018 „République Géniale“, Photo: Dominique Uldry

“House of Sentiments II“ is a walk-in sculpture. A scaffold made of water
pipes covered with light, transparent fabric. Inside, flags dangle from the
scaffolding, 3 PALM cams are aimed at a seat in the middle of the 6-cornered sculpture and a monitor is hung on one side. The visitor entering the sculpture, is captured from 3 sides by the PALM cameras - the
images can be seen on the monitor. Simultaneously these images are
streamed live on our PALM platform (https://palm.92u.ch/). Viewers from
all over the world can imprint moods on these images. The chosen mood
is then displayed as a subtitle on the image and additionally the color of
the image changes accordingly. The visitors decide for themselves how
much they are involved in the installation: How deep do they dive in? How
much do they allow to happen? The installation does not resolve how the
system works exactly. For many visitors it is not clear that they are being
observed live, that the system is controlled by human intelligence rather
than artificial intelligence.

„House of Sentiments II“, PALM platform, mood selection

U5
founded 2007
based in Zürich
U5 is an arts collective that is opposed to traditional notions of individual authorship. U5 actively
pursues historical and contemporary approaches to research in art, especially approaches that
transcend disciplines, or produce new forms of art and knowledge.
The collective U5 first formed at Zürich University of the Arts in 2007 before graduating as a group
in 2011. The working method depends on unanimous founding principles:
• All members have equal rights, but consensus is not necessary.
• All works are created in cooperation.
• Presence and absence influence the work equally.
Work originates from a fascination for materials of all kinds, especially everyday materials and
utensils made of plastic. The accumulation of digital and analogue materials is an important component of the artistic approach, both a ballast and a trove at the same time.
Since the collective‘s foundation, all work processes have been documented and archived in real
time with the help of a self-developed live camera (PALM). The handling of this absurd amount of
material and data forms the basis of production.
Since 2011 the collective’s studio in an industrial building on the edge of Zurich gained additional
significance as an event space, as a permanently transforming, semi-public place. During four
years the «Automatenbar» took place every Tuesday: a live format for music, performance, screenings and discussions.
The studio is a production site for objects, costumes, films, installations and performances that
oscillate between natural, artificial, fictitious and virtual. They are combined with sound, dance,
food and drinks, scent, fog and light and then assembled into immersive installations in the exhibition space. Such exhibitions are not a final product, but iterations for further productions. They are
possibility-spaces in which something can happen that is not-thought-through precisely, but which
can provoke reactions and actions.
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Residency, National University of Singapore Museum
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Selected Group Exhibitions
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Werkschau, Haus Konstruktiv, Zürich
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Sharjah Architecture Triennial, «Rights of Future Generations», Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Bone Festival 2019, Schlachthaus Theater, Bern, Switzerland
2018
Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, «Heimspiel», St. Gallen, Switzerland
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2017
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2013
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2018
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2017
Kunstverein Bochum, Haus Kemnade, «Waves», Germany
NUS Museum, «The Fiery One - Merapi», Singapore
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NUS Museum, «The Drum Mountain - Galunggung», Singapore
2016
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2015
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2013
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Sammlung Prinzhorn, Jubiläumsausstellung, „Von Kirchner bis heute“, Heidelberg, Germany
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U5
Flüelastrasse 6
8048 Zürich
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e-mail: u5@92u.ch
homepage: http://u5.92u.ch
instagramm: u5_uv
facebook: Mary Tan Peterson

